iLuv Debuts Stylish and Protective Cases for Samsung GALAXY S6
- iLuv Range of Samsung Accessories Now
Includes Cases for the Newest GALAXY Device Port Washington, NY – March 03, 2014 – iLuv Creative Technology, the premier provider of the most
comprehensive line of accessories for the mobile lifestyle, announces a new line of cases specifically
designed for the new Samsung GALAXY S6. iLuv’s new line offers consumers a diverse new range of
features, materials, and styles that cater specifically to the needs and demands of today’s on-the-go
mobile users.
“As a leading accessory provider of Samsung GALAXY devices for many years, we are glad to serve
consumers who acquire the new GALAXY S6.” said William Otte, Senior Vice President of Sales and
Marketing at iLuv. " Each accessory in iLuv’s latest line offers superior form and functionality, and is
designed to address the needs of mobile users. Whether your mobile lifestyle requires additional
storage for credit cards, added protection, or color choices to match your style, iLuv has the perfect
solution to meet your needs.”
The new line of GALAXY S6 cases features updated versions of some of iLuv’s most popular designs,
ensuring there is a case for every GALAXY S6 user. Cases in iLuv’s new GALAXY S6 line include:
Jstyle®
Premium leather wallet case for GALAXY S6
 Crafted from genuine leather with a Saffiano finish
 Contains eight credit card slots, one ID window and three large pockets
 Dual card flaps keep your credit cards concealed while you use your phone
 Durable polycarbonate cradle holds and protects your GALAXY S6
 Raised lip maximizes protection of your phone’s screen if it falls face down
Jstyle® Runway
Premium leather wallet case for GALAXY S6
 Crafted from genuine leather with a Saffiano finish
 Contains eight credit card slots, one ID window and three large pockets
 Dual card flaps keep your credit cards concealed while you use your phone
 Maintains access to all ports and controls
 Raised lip maximizes protection of your phone’s screen if it falls face down
 Snap button closure keeps contents of case secure
Vyneer
Dual material protection case for GALAXY S6
 Polycarbonate shell with TPU frame around corners and edges






Translucent base allows you to show off your beautiful GALAXY S6
Soft TPU frame protects corners and edges from dings, scratches and dents
Raised lip maximizes protection of your phone’s screen if it falls face down
Maintains access to all ports and controls

Gelato
Soft, flexible case for GALAXY S6
 Form-fitting design holds your GALAXY S6 securely
 Lightweight and soft to the touch
 Protects your GALAXY S6 from bumps and scratches
 Raised lip maximizes protection of your phone’s screen if it falls face down
 Maintains access to all ports and controls
Tempered Glass Screen Protector
Tempered Glass Screen Protector with easy application tool for GALAXY S6
 Superior protection for your screen against scratches and impacts from sharp objects like keys,
coins or pens
 Protects screen while retaining full touch screen functionality
 Includes application tool for easy, perfect-fit installation on your screen
 Perfect transparency allows you to view your display clearly
 Ultrathin 0.33mm design
 Resistant to smudges and fingerprints
 Rounded edges minimize cracking and chipping
 Includes an alcohol towelette, microfiber cloth, and a dust removal adhesive strip
Glare-Free & Clear Protective Film Kit for GALAXY S6
 Specifically formulated to shield your screen from nicks and scratches
 4-layer construction consists of a scratch-resistant protective film, a hard coating treatment, PET
protection film and a newly developed silicone polymer adhesive
 Will not damage screen when removed
 Glare-free kit prevents unwanted glare and minimizes screen distortion compared to other antiglare films
Pricing and Availability
Prices for iLuv’s Samsung GALAXY S6 accessories range from $7.99 to $59.99 and will be available at
Amazon.com and select retailers.
Follow us on Twitter @iLuv_World, or friend us on Facebook at iLuv Creative Technology.

About iLuv
iLuv Creative Technology, the premier provider of the most comprehensive line of accessories for Apple,
Samsung and smartphone devices, rapidly delivers products for today’s discriminating consumers. Since
inception, iLuv has amassed a total of 43 prestigious awards including 6 Red Dot Awards, 4 iF product
design awards, 8 Good Design Awards, and 25 CES Innovation Awards. iLuv was also recognized with 3

Global iBrand Top 20 awards. These awards serve as recognition for our innovative design and
engineering across a range of mobile accessories, including headphones, adapters, speakers and
chargers. Headquartered in New York, iLuv is a division of jWIN Electronics Corp., a leading consumer
electronics company since 1997. All iLuv products are conceived, designed and developed in New York
and continue to lead in quality, value, design and innovation. Learn more about our distinctive range of
products and why iLuv means 'Innovation * Lifestyle * Unquestionable Value' at www.iLuv.com.
The iLuv® trademark is the exclusive property of jWIN Electronics Corp. and is registered with the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, and may be registered or pending registration in other countries. All other
iLuv® trademarks, service marks, and logos may be registered or pending registration in the U.S. or in
other countries. All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. © 2015 iLuv Creative Technology.
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